Advanced Water Management
In today’s world, Advanced Water Management is a necessity – not just an option. Within the modern “Smart City”
there are numerous assets, many of which are related to the supply of water. The two basic components required to
effectively manage a modern water system are the availability of data and the tools to manage that data.
When one examines the many data sources in a water system, it is readily apparent that a comprehensive data
collection cloud will result in a great deal of data. Whether one calls it Big Data or Mega Data – the fact remains: huge
quantities of data are collected.

The Challenges
A water system – whether a utility, a municipality, or even a
campus or business park – is comprised of many distributed
assets. A significant number of these assets are in difficult to
reach locations and exist in harsh environments. Practically none
of these assets have a power source available.
Yet these assets contain and can generate valuable data – huge
quantities of data that can be instrumental in effectively and
efficiently managing the water system
The major challenges:
•
•

Acquiring and transporting the data from remote assets
to a central data base in a cost effective manner
Management, analysis, reporting, and external system interconnection of data collected from a wide variety of
data sources

The Issues
In order to face these challenges, the following objectives must be
addressed:
• Water system assets must be monitored and managed
• Data must be collected efficiently and on a timely basis
• Many different sources must be addressed, with data
collected on a single network
• Successful monitoring and management of water system
remote assets create another important asset – the data
• All data should reside in a single repository with
interconnection to external systems on a transparent basis
• The solution to address these issues should be fully scalable

The Solution
Miltel’s Advanced Water Management is a suite of products that is based upon our proprietary, wireless data
acquisition and transport technology. Miltel’s solution meets the challenges and addresses the objectives of Advanced
Water Management via a set of wireless communications solutions and a library of software tools.
Remote Assets
• Wide variety of sensor/meter
connectivity options
• Digital and analog interfaces

Data
• Multiple end-to-end solutions
on the same network
• Multiple channels of data

Environment
• Battery operated (long-life)
• IP-68 protection

Network
• Fully scalable deployment
• Cost effective and efficient

Miltel’s Advanced Water Management
Miltel’s Advanced Water Management System provides a number of water system asset monitoring and management
solutions – all operating under the same data acquisition and transport network. All solutions are independent yet can
be interdependent when deployed together. All Miltel solutions are fully scalable and can be transparently operated
from within external systems for ERP, customer support, operations control, etc.
Miltel’s Advanced Water Management Solutions:
• AMR/AMI – full two-way implementation
• Data Analytics
• Pressure Monitoring
• Leak Detection/NRW
• Sewer Level Monitoring
• Fire Hydrant/Valve Locking
• Meter Data Management /
Application Data Management
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